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EMA GARP Fund, LP. --- Report for the Fourth Quarter and Year ended December 31, 2020.
KEY TAKEAWAYS
•

EMA Team Get Stronger
o David Foley joins EMA as a Partner. Experienced investment professional strengthens
team. 16 years investment management, Goldman Sachs, HBS.

•

Gold Correction Update
o Gold correction appears to be ending.

•

Is This A Crack Up Boom?
o Stock markets at all-time highs in a difficult economy.
o Tesla and Bitcoin go parabolic. Gold coin sales up 700%.

•

Inflation/Deflation Scorecard
o Stock market up/dollar down.
o Gold relatively flat.
o Indecisive: Inflation/Deflation, no decision yet.
o Crack Up characteristics and commodities prices suggest inflation winning.

•

Current Events - Politics
o Democrats control both Houses, spending restraint gone.
o Massive direct stimulus is signaled by Biden, Kelton, others.
o Direct “helicopter money” coming. Where does it end?

•

Government Finances Broken
o Already large deficit about to get much larger.
o National Debt burden limits Fed’s ability to let rates rise; must inflate or economy dies.

•

Psychology
o Key variable driver of monetary velocity and inflation.
o More evidence that people are catching on.

•

Where Could We Be Wrong?
o Real Interest Rates turn Positive
o Significant fiscal reform (Soc. Security/Medicare/Defense cuts)
o Inflation stays in check: Velocity stays low. Deflation persists.
o Economic collapse = massive deflation and all assets decrease. Fed is overwhelmed

•

EMA Strategy
o Gold cheap, mining stocks cheap, careful selection of best companies.
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RESULTS SUMMARY
This is the EMA GARP Fund L.P. report for the fourth quarter and full year ended December 31, 2020. For
the month of October, the Fund decreased in value by 2.29%. In November, the Fund decreased in value by
8.71%. In December the Fund increased in value by 18.91%. For the quarter, the Fund increased in value
by 6.06% leaving the Fund up 126.2% cumulatively for 2020.

Quarterly

Return*

Cumulative

Q4 2020
Q3 2020
Q2 2020
Q1 2020

6.06%
55.79%
122.91%
-38.58%

126.2%
113.3%
36.9%
-38.6%

Monthly

Return*

Cumulative

December
November
October

18.91%
-8.71%
-2.29%

126.2%
90.2%
108.4%

Annual
2020
2019
2018
2017
2016
2015
2014
2013
2012
2011
2010
2009
2008
2007
2006

Return**
126.2%
97.9%
-31.8%
-7.8%
75.0%
-8.0%
-26.8%
-50.8%
-7.9%
-32.2%
47.1%
33.2%
-5.8%
40.5%
19.5%

Since
Inception
218.3%
40.7%
-28.9%
4.3%
13.2%
-35.3%
-29.7%
-4.0%
93.3%
110.0%
209.5%
110.4%
58.0%
67.9%
19.5%

* Net of fees; incentive allocation charged in December if 10% hurdle is reached.
** Net of fees and incentive allocations: audited.
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RESULTS COMPARISON
In the fourth quarter of 2020, the EMA GARP Fund increased in value by 6.1%.
The schedule below shows the Fund’s performance compared to the general stock market indices, and the
gold stock indices by quarter and for the full year 2020.
Full Year 2020
Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

YTD

EMA GARP Fund, LP
DJIA
S&P 500 Index
NASDAQ Composite

-38.6%
-23.2%
-20.0%
-14.2%

122.9%
17.7%
20.0%
30.1%

55.8%
7.6%
7.8%
11.6%

6.1%
10.2%
11.9%
15.2%

126.2%
7.2%
16.4%
43.6%

XAU Gold/Silver Stocks
HUI Gold Stocks Index
GDX Gold Majors ETF
GDXJ Gold Juniors ETF
GOEX Gold Explorers ETF
SIL Silver Miners ETF

-26.2%
-23.1%
-21.3%
-33.5%
-31.4%
-28.2%

63.6%
54.6%
53.3%
70.6%
73.5%
55.5%

10.8%
10.9%
6.8%
11.7%
10.3%
17.1%

0.8%
-8.4%
-8.0%
-2.0%
0.0%
5.3%

34.9%
23.8%
23.0%
28.3%
31.5%
37.4%

3.6%

13.1%

5.8%

0.7%

24.8%

-21.8%
-64.2%

30.3%
94.5%

27.2%
0.0%

13.5%
21.6%

47.3%
-20.9%

-41.4%
-23.1%
0.69%
99.00

27.4%
7.8%
0.65%
97.39

7.6%
10.9%
0.68%
93.75

17.5%
10.2%
0.91%
90.26

-7.0%
1.3%

Gold Bullion
Silver Bullion
Crude Oil
Goldman Sachs Commodity Index (GSCI)
CCI Commodity Index
US Government 10 Year Yield
US Dollar Index

Of particular interest, we think it is meaningful that our full year return of 126.2% was significantly more
than our benchmark, the GDXJ ETF, which was up 28.3% for the year. Our diversified, venture capital like
approach to gold mining equity selection (explained on pages 22-23) was the big driver of our
outperformance vs. the benchmarks.
QUARTERLY OVERVIEW
In the fourth quarter of 2020, the Fund recorded a modest gain while the other segments of the stock market
posted good returns on the announcement of several vaccines for the COVID virus. Vaccinations have
begun and there is widespread optimism that the economy will recover over the next year or two.
In this report, we will examine the nature of this recovery and the stock market’s reaction. We believe that
the current market enthusiasm is more a function of cheap money and excess liquidity versus sound
economic fundamentals.
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EMA TEAM GETS STRONGER
As most of you know, I have operated the EMA Fund individually using only contractors and consultants to
help me with research, due diligence, record keeping and administration. The Fund has grown substantially
and these tasks have gotten larger. So I am very pleased to report that I have been joined by a Full Partner,
David A. Foley. David brings the perfect background to the team. He has 16 years of research and portfolio
management experience with two very prominent investment firms and prior to that he was at Goldman
Sachs and earned an MBA from Harvard. He has excellent investment, research, team building and
administrative skills. These will benefit the partnership in a number of ways.
GOLD AND SILVER CORRECTION CONTINUES
In our last report, we made note of the fact that gold and silver prices peaked in early August and began a
corrective period to work off the excess optimism that was generated following the Fed’s commitment in
March to do “whatever it takes” to get the economy going again. As you can see in the charts below, that
correction more or less continued through the fourth quarter.

Although it is too early to determine if the correction is over, it appears to us that the low point has been
reached and the downtrend lines are close to being broken. It would not surprise us to see new all-time highs
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in the metals prices in the first half of this year. Notably, in late November the gold sentiment measures
were nearly as negative as they were at the bottom in March 2020. A mirror image of the excess optimism
on gold that we saw at the peak in August.
CURRENT EVENTS: PART I, MARKETS
As seen in the schedule on page 3, the US stock market indices performed well in the fourth quarter. The
Dow, S&P and Nasdaq all achieved solid gains. In fact, all three indices recently hit new record all-time
highs. If new stock market highs in the face of record unemployment, business failures and economic pain
strike you as unjustified, you are not alone. Some of this is occurring because the market looks through
current conditions and assumes the economy will recover strongly once the COVID vaccine is fully rolled
out. However, we submit that a big piece of this is due to the free money environment that we find ourselves
in, and the actions and signaling of the Federal Reserve who have repeatedly said “we will do whatever it
takes for as long as it takes” to bring the economy back to full health. Using any traditional valuation metrics,
equity valuations are most certainly stretched.

It has been said that money makes the world go round. Money certainly drives the stock market, and we can
see (in the top chart on the next page) how extreme the Federal Reserve’s monetary actions were this year.
The US has never experienced a period of monetary growth like we just experienced.
To be clear, these latest Fed injections are different than the 2008-2010 Fed monetization, which largely
replaced banks’ bad assets with healthy ones, and the banks parked excess reserves at the Fed thus keeping
the velocity of money low. Conversely, these latest Fed injections are funding direct payments, “helicopter
money”, and are being used to fund fiscal deficits in the absence of foreign purchases of US Treasury bonds.
The money creation has to go somewhere and stocks appear to be a logical choice in a low rate world. This
is well captured in the acronym, “TINA”, there is no alternative.
Historically the Money Supply has never grown like this (past 60 years view):
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The chart below gives a nice representation of how much the S&P 500 has diverged from the underlying
industrial piece of the economy. As you can see the S&P 500 (red) continues to appreciate relentlessly while
industrial production (blue) is struggling to regain its pre COVID level.
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IS THIS A CRACK-UP BOOM?
If in the depths of the COVID crisis you had suggested that we would see record stock valuations this year
we would have said that is absolutely impossible. And yet here we are. The Federal Reserve is so afraid of
a deflationary collapse (given the oversized national debt load) that they have literally thrown gasoline on a
monetary fire to prevent the COVID rain from extinguishing it.
The term “crack up boom” was coined by famous “Austrian School” economist Ludwig von Mises. A
“crack-up boom” is a continual credit expansion derived when a central bank is faced with the choice of
printing money or facing a deflationary collapse. It occurs for two reasons: (i) additional money injected
into the system provides the fuel, and (ii) holders of money quickly exchange it for anything perceived to
have more value on a longer term basis than cash, debt or savings. This leads to rapidly rising prices as
everyone flees money which they fear will be printed to excess.
We maintain that the issue is psychological. People eventually realize that the Government is trapped, and
cannot increase inflation without money creation. In turn, people conclude that the money is being debased
(and is possibly doomed) and they seek to spend it as soon as they can while they can still exchange it for
“real goods.” Our study of prior hyperinflations shows that the tipping point occurs when people conclude
that the Government can never stop printing money.

As we have explained ad nauseum in our prior letters1, a nation carrying too much debt is deflationary. It
puts the government’s monetary authorities in a position where they are forced to either: Inflate or Die.2
The problem with a little inflation is that it is similar to being a little pregnant. We think it is notable that
during this most recent period of excess money printing, the 10 year US Treasury Bond yield has gone from
0.67% to 1.13%. In a period where money is plentiful, one would expect interest rates to remain level or to
decrease (i.e., Price of money goes down given increased supply of money), but they have not. The move
represents a 69% increase in the rate of interest in just over one quarter, and if it continues, it will certainly
lead to Yield Curve Control (YCC) by the Fed since the entire financial structure has proven that it cannot
tolerate higher interest rates. This YCC is a slippery slope and could lead to a bond “doom loop”.3 Crackup booms are important sign posts of severe inflation because they occur when people begin to perceive that
the underlying currency is losing value at a rapid rate. They quickly decide to exchange their currency for
1

There is much more to this topic than we can cover in one quarterly report. If you send us an email we will send
you our last three quarterly reports which cover this topic extensively.
2
The deceased Richard Russell of Dow Theory Letters coined this phrase.
3
A bond doom loop occurs when printing money drives inflation, and inflation scares bond holders into selling; in
turn, to control interest rates those bonds must be bought by the Government/Fed (YCC) with newly printed
money, which drives more inflation. The end point is a worthless currency. (see prior EMA Quarterlies, note 1).
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something which they believe will not lose value - tangible goods or even stocks. But never bonds since the
bonds only represent a claim on a small rate of interest and repayment of principal.
Some of the world’s most famous hyperinflationary episodes had those countries’ stock markets increase by
multiples. Below you can see what happened in stock markets of Weimar Germany in the 1920’s and
Venezuela more recently. In both cases the currency involved became worthless.
Venezuela Stocks 2012-2017

German Stocks 1920-1923

The reason stocks appreciate during hyperinflation is that they represent claims on the assets and future
earnings power of the business. So, even if the currency becomes worthless, the business will probably still
exist and will restart with the new currency, thereby preserving some of the purchasing power.
In crack up booms, all kinds of assets appreciate in price very quickly.
examples. Here is a chart of Tesla, the electric automobile company:

Let’s examine some current
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We understand that the electric vehicle (EV) market is growing rapidly and that Tesla has brand value.
However, did Tesla’s business prospects improve by over 700% in 2020? Does Tesla represent real
fundamental value with a 1.6% share of the global automobile market trading with a market capitalization
of $660 Billion, or 19x sales and 206x operating income? Is Tesla, competing in a highly competitive auto
industry, worth more than all of the other automakers in the world combined? We are not trying to pick on
Tesla, and perhaps it goes on to become a world leader in a greatly expanded market for EV autos. But, we
submit that this kind of price appreciation only occurs in monetary bubbles.
Next, let’s examine Bitcoin, a modern day technological substitute for gold. Bitcoin’s price has been on fire
and is making all-time highs on an almost daily basis.

(more on Bitcoin later, see Addendum on pages 24 -27).
Finally let’s consider old fashioned gold itself. Although its price is not appreciating as rapidly as these
other assets, the demand for gold is certainly increasing, indicating that some Americans are concerned about
purchasing power. As you can see below, CNBC reports gold coin sales are up 700% year on year.

(h/t Luke Gromen)
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All of these items suggest that a crack up boom could be emerging. One way we will be able to tell is by
watching the velocity of money. One of the reasons why inflation has not been more virulent in spite of the
credit creation and monetary expansion since 2008 is the fact that the velocity of money has declined.

Above we present a very long term view (since 1880) of the velocity of money. The most fascinating thing
about this chart is what happened the last two times velocity was this low (1932 and 1946). Both times, the
next 5-10 years saw a very high rate of inflation. In the 1932 example, it occurred via a one-time devaluation
of the dollar by 70% when President Roosevelt reset the dollar/gold price, effectively compressing 10 years
of inflation into one event. In the 1946 episode, the U.S. was coming off the high debt burden of WWII and
the Fed was forced to implement Yield Curve Control (YCC) to hold real interest rates deeply negative. (CPI
inflation hit highs of 13% and 19% in 1942 and 1947, respectively).
INFLATION VERSUS DEFLATION SCORECARD
As many have said, with the Debt/GDP at this level there are only three possible solutions for the US:
1. Default on the debt.
2. Restructure and devalue the currency.
3. Inflate our way to a lower ratio of debt to GDP.
It seems like the Fed/Government is at the point where one of these paths is about to be chosen. Our belief
is that the Government will seek the third choice. A hard default is not a realistic political option. We do
not believe our leaders have the knowledge or will to do a structured devaluation, so that leaves the third
choice, inflate your way out. The issue there is that the Fed is going to have to walk a tightrope. Two
extreme outcomes (deflation and run-away inflation) are possible and would be serious problems.
In our last quarterly report we referenced this inflation/deflation balance issue and indicated a list of sign
posts to watch. These would give a sense of whether the Fed is being aggressive enough/or too aggressive
in promoting inflation. The issue here is that the Fed wants inflation and they have said they will let it run
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above the 2% target. They just do not want too much inflation which could trigger Gresham’s Law and
create a currency failure.
Here is our assessment of their progress -- the important sign posts identified in our Q3 report:
SIGN POST
• US Stock Market
• Interest Rates
• Inflation as measured by CPI & CPE
•
•
•
•

Price of Gold
US Dollar
Fed’s Balance Sheet
GDP and Employment

TREND
Up - which is what the Fed wants/needs
Rising – watch, this could lead to YCC
Small increase, but certain categories are flying: houses,
lumber, soybeans etc.
Flat, the Fed likes this. Small up OK, Big up a problem
Falling, hard. From 93.8 to 89.7 or 4.5% in 1 quarter!
Was stable, now growing rapidly again in December
Recovering, slowly

To this list we would add two new indicators:
SIGN POST
• Signs of Crack-up Boom in Assets
• Real Interest Rates + / -

TREND
Yes, TSLA, Bitcoin and gold purchases
Negative – more on this later in the letter

On balance, the Fed has to be happy with the way things are unfolding. Without major stimulus or growth
of its balance sheet (until recently) things seem to have settled down. However, the Bitcoin price run has
to be of some concern to them since Bitcoin is a clear and present threat to the acceptance of their fiat dollar.
The rising yield on the 10 year Treasury bond must also be of concern since they know the system cannot
handle higher rates. Because of this they must be discussing when to implement YCC. The recent Fed
minutes mentioned that the Fed’s balance sheet growth could resume again, and indeed that process began
in December. Fed President Charles Evans alluded to this recently in early January 2021 4.
Something must have happened in December that concerned them, and so they re-instituted balance sheet
growth (QE) aggressively. Tweets from Luke Gromen and Liz Ann Sonders discuss this:

4

In a January 4, 2021 speech, Chicago Fed President Charles Evans stated: “To meet our objectives and manage
risks, the Fed’s policy stance will have to be accommodative for quite a while. Economic agents should be prepared
for a period of very low interest rates and an expansion of our balance sheet.”
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A $6.1T annual growth rate in the Fed balance sheet, if it continues, will be huge and would almost double
(again) the level of money in the system in under a year’s time.
Much of this Fed balance expansion has been monetizing the growing deficits and maturing US Treasury
bonds. The Fed had to buy $2.3T of maturing US Treasuries in 2020 as Foreign purchaser appetite waned.
The Fed will have more heavy lifting to do in terms of monetizing maturing US Treasury bonds in 2021
(beyond their current plan of $80B/month or $960B/year purchases of US Treasuries).
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This entire inflation/deflation issue is driven by a combination of investor psychology and government policy choices. Let’s examine the Government side.
CURRENT EVENTS: PART II, POLITICS
So Biden will be our next President and the Senate run off results in Georgia created a split (50/50) Senate
which means it will be Democratic since Vice President Harris will cast the deciding vote. This means there
will be few restraints on government spending.
It is interesting to us that it took all year to pass a second Corona Virus relief bill which became law on
December 27, 2020. Despite having a large portion of the country in severe economic distress including the
travel and hospitality industries and state and local governments, the Federal Government dithered on
passing another economic stimulus bill to add onto the $2.6 Trillion CARES ACT. At year end they passed
a $900 Billion package which is much less than the original request from the Democrats of $3 Trillion. The
bill included many things, including a one-time payment of $600 to individuals, or direct “helicopter
money”. There was a lot of debate over whether this free subsidy should be $600 or $2,000. Many Senators
and others expressed concerns about the budget impact of the Bill. Furthermore, insiders like Larry Summers
criticized the $2,000 subsidy saying it was dangerous and could lead to $5k or $10k. Where would it stop,
he asked? Clearly, some of the participants are aware of the inflation risk associated with printing money
out of thin air and handing it to people.
Even established and respected main stream economists like the University of Chicago’s Nobel Laureate
Eugene Fama have expressed concerns.

Nevertheless, the incoming Biden administration has signaled heavily that additional help is on the way in
terms of direct aid and stimulus. Such stimuli include: (i) forgiving Government backed student loans; (ii)
a nationwide minimum wage of $15 per hour; (iii) an infrastructure bill; and (iv) additional aid to families,
states and municipalities. Biden has said he wants to be an FDR style of President with massive stimulus to
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help working families get back on their feet. He has also signaled tax increases aimed at the upper range of
the income scale that will increase government revenues by roughly $300 Billion per year. These tax
increases will not be good for economic growth.
Many criticize these Government transfer payments as socialism, but the counterpoint to that is that socialism
for the rich began when we bailed out the Banks and other entities in 2008. The natural reaction to this
crisis is that the average American wants their Government to help them too. As Larry Summers alluded
to, this is a slippery slope. If the majority of the citizenry wants free money, what are the limits?
However, the important issue for investors is who is going to pay for the stimulus and what are the monetary
implications? All of this might not be a problem if the government had a clean balance sheet and a strong
P&L. Unfortunately the US fiscal picture is not looking good in that department. (more below). As we have
discussed at length in prior letters the government is already running large deficits. Recall that in fiscal 2019
(September) the US budget deficit was $1.0 Trillion. The 2020 deficit came in at $3.1 Trillion as a result of
the COVID crisis. And, it looks like 2021 is not off to a great start. For the two months of October and
November, the deficit was $430 Billion. Annualized this is a $2.6T run rate. So before we add in any new
programs that the Biden Administration may deliver, we are already running a large unfunded deficit. The
recently passed Coronavirus Response and Relief Supplemental Appropriations Act which costs $900 Billion would bring the deficit to $3.5T (assuming no tax revenue benefit). But wait, there is more. Biden has
proposed several Trillion dollar packages, in addition. One of Biden’s top economic advisors is Stephanie
Kelton, an Economics Professor at New York state’s Stony Brook University. She is a leading proponent
of Modern Monetary Theory5and believes that deficits don’t matter since the Government can print its own
currency and in essence owes the debt to itself. She is confident that the Government can print what it needs
to make the economy healthy without any risk of inflation.
In order to understand how aggressive she is on this point, it is helpful to read one of her recent Tweets:

If you read this the way we do, she believes the Government can issue aid in the form of printed currency to
the tune of at least $3T and perhaps a total of $5T to aid in the recovery. Aid of $5 trillion would make the
2021 deficit nearly $8.5T or over 2.7x the deficit in 2020. Again, this is separate from any US Treasury
maturities the Fed will have to purchase.

5

Modern Monetary Theory is really just a re-birth of Chartalism which was originally proposed in 1910 by Georg
Knapp as the State Theory of Money which says that Governments can print and spend in their own currency to
drive economic activity. There is no need to issue debt or collect taxes in advance. Print the money and spend it.
When full employment is reached inflation can be controlled with taxes, so says the theory. When Knapp’s theories
were applied in Weimar Germany they suffered from hyperinflation. Kelton never discusses this.
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What is even more surprising about the Tweet above is that Gary Cohn, a former Goldman Sachs Partner
and former Director of the National Economic Council under President Trump, said that size sounded about
right and that deficits are not a concern. This is the consensus view. Deficits are not a threat and inflation
is not a threat because of the deflationary debt overhang. We believe this is an enormous blind spot on the
part of many investors and policy makers.
PSYCHOLOGY
We see it differently. When it becomes widely apparent that the Government spending is out of control and
can never stop, then it will not take long for the psychology to change and for holders of dollars and bonds
to say “get me out of this burning house” and into something that cannot be debased. (i.e., von Mises “Crack
up Boom”). Gold, silver, mining stocks and Bitcoin come to mind. The transition is not likely to be orderly.
As with all major human developments, things start small, but once a clear trend becomes obvious events
can accelerate. Hemingway captured it with the quote in The Sun Also Rises about how the character Mike
Campbell went bankrupt: “gradually and then suddenly”.
It is instructive to look at how the price of gold behaved in the last significant US inflationary cycle from
1972 to 1980. When inflation gets going, gold performs exceedingly well. For those of you with a technical
bent, the next chart shows what can happen when gold breaks free and inflation expectations get out of
control. An important multi-year down trend was just broken through.

1975 to 1980 was an example of Gresham’s Law triggered by fear of the dollar failing since the protection
of the Gold Standard had been eliminated in 1971 when President Nixon feared a looming gold run as US
deficits were growing (Vietnam), the $USD was weakening and inflation was rising. Gold quickly travelled
from $150 to $800. I remember that period well and my Grandfather talking about the dollar failing. I think
we are headed into something similar. It all comes down to the question of how bad do the Government
finances look? And what is the direction they are likely to take. The Kelton Tweet above is a strong clue
about the direction. Now let’s examine how things look.
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HOW BAD DO THE GOVERNMENT FINANCES LOOK?
As these two charts clearly show, the government finances have been heading in the wrong direction for
some time, but the COVID crisis really accelerated that trend. (think: gradually and then suddenly).

REAL INTEREST RATES
Despite our belief that the Fed is trapped and will have to implement YCC and not let interest rates rise,
some have pointed out that interest rates are going up reflecting that the economy is recovering and they
suggest that a rising interest rate environment is bad for gold. Economies can have higher gold prices in a
rising interest rate environment. Interest rates rose steadily all throughout the 1970’s and the gold price went
from $35 to $800. The reason: inflation rates and expectations were rising even faster than interest rates.
Or course what we are referring to here are “real interest rates”. Bond holders buy bonds to get a return on
their principal. Thousands of years of history support the thesis that the real return on bonds should be a
positive 2-3% which is what occurs when the money is sound. So, the problem for bond holders occurs
when the bonds are paying a positive yield but inflation is larger than that rate. (i.e., negative “real” rates).
Bond holders are actually losing purchasing power in that environment.
We believe that the US Government is in a position where they must run deeply negative real yields in order
to work off the excess Debt/GDP ratio which exists. The last time this happened, post WWII, the Fed
instituted yield curve control and bond holders got killed on a real basis. We think this will happen again.
The difference between then and now is that then we were on the gold standard via the Bretton Woods
Agreement; now we are not. When US Treasury holders conclude that they are losing on a real basis (they
are) they are going to look at the bonds they hold and say “sold to you Fed”. The Fed has signaled its yield
curve control plans and will be forced to buy them. Its balance sheet will explode ($27T Government bond
market, $7T Fed Balance Sheet). Fear of this exact event happening was discussed in the recently issued
Fed minutes. In this process gold will skyrocket as Gresham’s Law kicks in. They are aware of the issue and
will work hard to suppress the price of gold.
Because gold pays no interest, but is a form of sound money, its price is very sensitive to the real rate of
interest and the correlation between gold and real interest rates is strong. Real interest rates have been getting
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more negative over the past several years. That trend took a breather last quarter but appears to be increasing
again.
The next chart shows the US Treasury 5 year TIP, (Treasury Inflation Protected) yield (effectively the real
rate of interest). As you can see it has been trending negative for 2 years. It took a break in the third quarter
which led to a 15% dip in the gold price. More recently it continues to become more negative which is very
positive for the price of gold.
Real 5 year UST Yield Trending Negative

Here is a wider look at the correlation between gold and real yields. (note: rates inverted)
Real 10 year UST Rates vs. Gold 2006-Present
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WHERE COULD WE BE WRONG?
We are humble enough to know we don’t have a crystal ball, we can only deal in probabilities. Here are
some events that could transpire and prove us wrong. We also list the mitigants to those points.
How we are wrong

Mitigants

• Inflation remains at bay

Event

Velocity of money $ remains low;
tech innovation stymies inflation

• Real Rates Go +

The Fed abandons YCC and lets
rates return from 1.1% current 10
year UST to historical 4% area

• Fiscal Discipline Returns

Social Security/Medicare/Defense
spending reform.

• Post Covid US GDP
Growth drives US$ to rally

Gold could sell off on $US rally

• Economic collapse =

All assets decrease including
Gold. Fed is overwhelmed

• Possible. But given unprecedented
Money Supply growth, we fear “cost
push” or psychological induced inflation could transpire
• Fed has been clear on YCC and needing higher inflation.
• Every 1% increase in Treasury rates
= $270bn more in annual deficit
• GDP will be challenged with fiscal
cuts, particularly given Boomer demographic needing to draw
• Deficits are more the story and who
is financing that (foreigners or the
Fed).
• CBO estimates ~ $1.5T of average
annual deficits over next 5 years (or
$7.5T of potential monetization,
which is also 2x the current level of
money supply). This ignores the
massive US Treasury debt that matures this year and how the Fed likely
has to monetize a lot of that too.
• This is the 1930s style deflation (10%
deflation in 1932).
• Fed will do “whatever it takes” like
March 2020 as defaults (Gov’t and
Corporate) rise in that environment

massive deflation

WHAT INNING and EMA’s STRATEGY?
In meetings with potential investors, we are often asked two questions:
1. “Given EMA’s high returns in 2019 and 2020, have I missed it? Am I too late?”
2. “How is EMA achieving these results? Can this outperformance continue?”
Before we expand on each of these two questions, the quick answers are:
1. As of today, you have missed the first two innings. There is a lot of room for multiple years of
outsized returns in gold and the gold stocks if we just have mild inflation. Furthermore, in a worst
case monetary debasement scenario the insurance value of these positions is exceptional. A small
weighting protects a lot of capital.
2. We broadly diversify across the full spectrum of miners (major producers down through drill stories)
in our venture capital like approach to mining investments. This provides torque relative to the large
cap mining ETFs, and other managers.
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EARLY INNINGS: GOLD IS STILL SILLY CHEAP vs. THE MONEY SUPPLY
When looking at the ratio of the US gold supply to the US M1 money supply for the past 40 years, the metal
has only been cheaper at the beginning of the current bull market in 1998-2000. Furthermore, it is nearly as
cheap in fiat money terms as it was in 1971 when we went off the gold standard.

Price of Gold Compared to M1 (money supply), 1980 To Present

There are times in our history when the US supply of gold (8,133 tonnes) was used to back the currency eg:
we were on the gold standard. The percentage backing can vary but if we were to return to that system the
price of gold would have to be $10,000 to $50,000 per ounce of gold (depending upon gold coverage ratio).
We are invested in gold stocks which are cheap and undervalued at $1,900 gold. With just PE multiple
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expansion alone, we believe we can have years which look like the past two. If gold appreciates to $3,000
or more we will earn many multiples of today’s value.
In our opinion Michael Oliver is the best technical analyst following the markets today. He is extremely
bullish on gold but has not always been so. In 2011, he turned bearish on gold (we wish we had been a
subscriber then). His latest technical work suggests that the upside in gold in this cycle is $10,000.

GOLD STOCKS REMAIN EXTREMELY CHEAP
One surprising thing for us this past year is that gold bullion prices went up by 25% and the major gold stock
index, GDX went up by 23%. So the value of a future stream of gold income appreciated by less than the
metal itself. Historically, gold stocks offer 2-3x leverage (up and down) on the underlying metal. Meaning
the stocks should have been up between 50 and 75% this year. Clearly this phenomena which we have
described in the past as “battered gold stock bull syndrome” persists. Investors still remember how the
managers of gold companies were serial capital destroyers and they are taking a “show me” approach to reentering the sector.
As the next schedule shows, higher gold prices and management discipline have improved the operating
metrics and free cash flow of the gold miners, unbeknownst to many investors. Despite this improvement,
many companies are still trading at cash flow multiples of between 5-8x which is the low end of the historical
range. In our portfolio we have several companies trading at 2-3x run rate cash flow and that cash flow
figure will grow with production growth and/or higher gold prices. In our opinion the optionality or upside
in these stocks is stunning and compelling. The macro conditions are favorable and the stocks are nowhere
near being fairly or overvalued.
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There are two other ways of considering what inning we are in of this gold stock bull market. The next chart
is a ratio chart which compares the Barron’s Gold Stock Mining Index (BGMI) to the price of gold. Above
the red line median, gold stocks are expensive compared to the $ value of the metal. Below the red line
median, gold stocks are cheap compared to the $ value of the metal. Gold stocks have rarely been this cheap
vs. the metal. At a reading of 0.47 today, the stocks would need to appreciate by 3x to hit their median value.
If they were to attain the peak multiple achieved in the late 1960’s, mining stocks would appreciate by 13x.
Keep in mind that this is just a ratio to the price of gold. If gold goes up 3x ($5,700) and the ratio returns to
its median level 1.48x then the return on the stocks would be 9x.
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Finally, let’s revisit the prior gold stock bull markets since 1942. This current bull market (red line) is just
getting started. Nearly all historical bull markets appreciated 5-6x their starting value. We believe this one
will be even larger than the markets shown in this chart given the magnitude of national debt, deficits and
the Fed’s need to monetize the maturing debt and ongoing deficits, lest they let interest rates normalize.
However, that is difficult to do with $27 Trillion of national debt and every 1% increase in US Treasury
rates would add $270 Billion to annual deficits..

In our view there is a lot of upside remaining for investors in the gold stocks since the price of gold is cheap
and the gold mining stocks are cheap even at $1,800 gold. With the macro conditions we have outlined even
investors in the large gold stocks will do well.
HOW WE POSITION THE FUND
Monetary Debasement Insurance - We believe the EMA Garp Fund positions our clients’ and our capital
as a form of “Monetary Debasement Insurance” while also being a very attractive core allocation given: (i)
the free cash flow valuations of the miners and (ii) the significant upside operating leverage that miners
benefit from at current or higher gold prices, given their fixed cost base. Gold miner equities typically
provide 3-10x upside multiples in historic bull markets. And these are the larger companies. Successful
small company returns can be greater.
Our Edge - Our edge lies in our team’s deep knowledge of companies, management teams and risk/reward
trade-offs in sizing positions. The mining sector is tricky where plenty of things can go wrong –poor
management, permitting challenges and the general nature of high fixed operating cost businesses.
Knowing What We Don’t Know – It takes knowledge, skill and research to handicap the best risk/reward
opportunities. Importantly, we know our circle of competence. We are investors not geologists. Thus, we
hire experienced geologists and consultants to assist us in researching our ideas.
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Differentiated - Our fund is differentiated from other funds and mining ETF’s GDX and GDXJ. Whereas
those ETFs will avoid select junior miners and private investments, we seek to take advantage of those
growth opportunities via a highly diversified portfolio across the publicly traded mining spectrum:
3 Mining Buckets

% AUM

Producers / Majors

26%

54

Developers

33%

49

Drill Stories

38%

94

3%
100%

NA
197

Other
Total

# Names

Comments
Have at least one operating mine, produce gold and have cash
flow. Best overall risk/reward profile.
Have proven 43-101 compliant reserves and are working to
build a profitable mine.
Have land & are drilling to define a 43-101 compliant
reserves. VC like torque to portfolio that ETFs don’t have.
Includes bitcoin and options on bullion

VC Approach to Gold Mining Investing - Picking the right Drill Stories is key. Given the many private
round financings we are able to cultivate through our network, our portfolio gains significant torque from
the warrants associated with many of these financings. While Producers can grow in value consistently and
relatively safely, they are unlikely to produce 5x+ ROICs. Conversely, Developers and Drill Stories have
much higher risk but also have greater potential to multiply in value.
•
Developers often achieve a 5-10x increase in valuation if they are successful at building a mine.
•
Drillers can increase in value between 5-50x if successful at delineating an economic deposit.
Selective Hedging: Value creation comes not only from core fundamentals, but also from a necessary and
smart mix of technically influenced trading and hedging. In general we are a “long biased” fund. However,
having learned lessons from the Gold Bear market a few years ago, from time to time and if we find
asymmetry of payoff, we will look to implement hedging strategies via options and selective overvalued
shorts.

Best,
Larry and David
Lawrence Lepard
Managing Partner
Tel: 508 975-4281
Cell: 617 462-8224
llepard@ema2.com

David Foley
Managing Partner
Tel: 617 259-0699
dfoley@ema2.com

Equity Management Associates, LLC
Sherborn, Massachusetts
PS: you will note that many of the charts in this presentation have come from Crescat Capital. Tavi Costa
(and his partner Kevin Smith) are brilliant macro analysts and are kind enough to share their valuable work
on public forums. We have co-invested with them and their advisor Quinton Hennigh and want to publicly
thank them for all their work and help. They have contributed to our results.
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ADDENDUM: BITCOIN AND GOLD
With its recent price movement, Bitcoin has been in the news a lot. Some investors have asked us about our
view on Bitcoin; in particular, some wonder if Bitcoin is a threat to gold and asked if the Fund has Bitcoin
exposure.
Our Fund is principally a sound money fund. The most traditional form of sound money is gold, and it has
been for 6,000 years. We view Bitcoin as also a form of sound money, albeit with only a 12 year history.
As such, the Fund does have a 2.5% weighting in Bitcoin having grown to that weight via price appreciation.
We have held it for several years.
In our view, Bitcoin is a stunning technological development that has a role to play in helping to restore
sound money to our system. A full recitation of all the positives and negatives of BTC versus gold is beyond
the scope of this report. But, we will try to hit the highlights.
Positives of Bitcoin
• Secure, limited ledger that increasingly is being accepted as a store of value.

Challenges for Bitcoin
• Lack of History - We understand the argument that it
could be a replacement for gold over a longer period of
time. Nevertheless, it is 12 years old and gold has a 6,000
year history of acceptance.

• With the next halving, its stock to flow ratio
will make it harder money than gold.

• Volatility - Its price performance, in the last 12 years, has
crushed gold as one would expect of an innovation which
is being rapidly adopted as a gold substitute. Bitcoin
may be the fastest horse in the debasement race as Paul
Tudor Jones says. But, that performance comes with a
significant cost in terms of volatility.

• Portable, easy to transfer and no storage costs.

• In our experience most investors do not want to be in an
asset which can lose 80% of its value on a recurring basis. The last draw down off a peak (in December 2017 )
took the price from $19,000 down to $3,100. This is an
84% decline.

• Market value of only ~$731B is miniscule in
the monetary universe of > $720T of Total Major Assets

• Energy Costs - unlike gold, which has an upfront energy
expenditure to mine each ounce, Bitcoin has an ongoing
energy deficit to run the network.
• We are not concerned about this, but it does exist.

• It has a lot of room for price appreciation as
more people adopt it for its store of value properties.

• Government Intervention - Governments could see it as
such a threat that they would ban it or heavily regulate it.
• We think they would fail, but it is a risk.

• It is in a bull market, which means it has a pattern of higher highs and higher lows.

• Technology Risk - There is surely some technical risk. It
is impossible to know how much. All we know is that it
has worked well for 12 years

The next two charts show the volatility of Bitcoin relative to Gold’s volatility. Some argue that
Bitcoin’s volatility makes it unsuited to be a sound money store of value; we believe that wider
acceptance will reduce this volatility. In turn, its sound money properties will become more
evident.
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IS BITCOIN A THREAT TO GOLD?
To assess this question it is helpful to review the size of the global financial markets. One estimate6is that
there are $439 Trillion of financial assets in the world, in the categories of debt, equities and cash.
Asset Class (Global)
Debt
Equities
Cash
Total “Liquid” Assets

$US Value (Trillion)
$253 T
90
96
$439 T

But what we find even more interesting is the math on value of sound money alternatives when compared
to things that are denominated in fiat currency.
Asset Class (Global)
Gold
Bitcoin @ $39,000 / coin

$US Value (Trillion)
$11.6 T
0.731 T

Gold’s total market size is miniscule in comparison to that $439T. There are 190,000 tonnes of gold in the
world worth $11.6 Trillion at $1,900 per troy ounce. Furthermore, not all gold is tradeable or available for
purchase or sale.

One can see the categories in the schedule above and understand that “Official Sector” is gold held by central
banks. The “Other” category is gold held by churches and in museum antiquities. Private investment is the
bullion and coins that investors can purchase. Its total value is $2.4 Trillion. Jewelry is worth $5.5 Trillion
but is not in a form which makes it easy to sell as bullion. Antiquities are unlikely to be melted down.
Central banks are buying gold, not selling it. So available gold bullion for purchase is $2.4 Trillion. This
amount could swell to $7.9 Trillion if all the jewelry in the world were melted down.
The market value of all Bitcoin ($731 Billion) is small (5%) compared to the gold stock outstanding.
Therefore, a set amount of money moving into one of these two forms of sound money will have a larger
impact on the price of Bitcoin than on the price of gold.

6

Source: www.thevisualcapitalist.com
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In total, “sound money alternatives” are only 0.9% of Total Global Liquid Financial Assets.
Asset Class (Global)
Tradable Gold Bullion
Publicly Traded Gold Stocks
Bitcoin @ $39,000 / coin
Total Sound Money
Total WW Financial Assets

$US Value
(Trillion)
$2.4 T
0.8 T
0.7 T
$3.9 T
$439.0 T

% WW
Assets

0.9%

There’s a lot of room for substitution as holders of those financial assets seek a sound money alternative. If
only 5 or 10% of those $439 T financial assets chase sound money, our fund will do well.
In our opinion the entire Gold versus Bitcoin debate is overshadowed by the fact that they are not mutually
exclusive and will both do exceedingly well in a mass currency debasement event. Perhaps Bitcoin
appreciates faster, but gold is not going away and will be far less volatile.
In our opinion the upside optionality in Bitcoin is extreme. Tipping point theory says that when 10% of the
population adopts something, the balance follows quickly. History has proven this, consider the following
adoption curves:

Bitcoin is a call option on a new technology being widely adopted and on the failure of fiat money. Because
of this asymmetric upside, it justifies bearing the downside risk. We believe a small allocation makes sense
for the Fund.
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DISCLAIMER
These presentation materials shall not be construed as an offer to purchase or sell, or the solicitation of an offer to purchase or sell, any securities
or services. Any such offering may only be made at the time a qualified investor receives from EMA formal materials describing an offering plus
related subscription documentation (“offering materials”). In the case of any inconsistency between the information in this presentation and any
such offering materials, including an offering memorandum, the offering materials shall control.
Securities shall not be offered or sold in any jurisdiction in which such offer or sale would be unlawful unless the requirements of the applicable laws
of such jurisdiction have been satisfied. Any decision to invest in securities must be based solely upon the information set forth in the applicable
offering materials, which should be read carefully by prospective investors prior to investing. An investment in EMA not suitable or desirable for all
investors; investors may lose all or a portion of the capital invested. Investors may be required to bear the financial risks of an investment for an
indefinite period of time. Investors and prospective investors are urged to consult with their own legal, financial and tax advisors before making any
investment.
The statements contained in this presentation are made as of the date printed on the cover, and access to this presentation at any given time shall
not give rise to any implication that there has been no change in the facts and circumstances set forth in this presentation since that date. These
presentation materials may contain forward-looking statements within the meaning of US securities laws. The forward-looking statements are
based on EMA’s beliefs, assumptions and expectations of its future performance, taking into account all information currently available to it, and
can change as a result of known (and unknown) risks, uncertainties and other unpredictable factors. No representations or warranties are made as
to the accuracy of such forward-looking statements. EMA does not undertake any obligation to update any forward-looking statements to reflect
circumstances or events that occur after the date on which such statements were made. Historical data and other information contained herein,
including information obtained from third-party sources, are believed to be reliable but no representation is made to its accuracy, completeness, or
suitability for any specific purpose.
No representation is being made that any investment will or is likely to achieve profits or losses similar to those shown. Past performance is not
indicative of future results. This report is prepared for the exclusive use of EMA investors and other persons that EMA has determined should
receive these presentation materials. This presentation may not be reproduced, distributed or disclosed without the express permission of EMA.

